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Analysing soil degradation through hydric erosion. Case study – 
Ialomița County, Romania 
 
                                                                Adriana Bianca Ovreiu, Mihai Claudiu Nedelcu 

 
Analiza degradării solului prin eroziunea hidrică. Studiu de caz – Județul 
Ialomița, România. Degradarea mediului prin diferite procese s-a extins și 
intensificat în toate regiunile geografice ale Globului, indiferent de contextul 
socio – economic sau politic. Principalul proces de degradare a solului este 
eroziunea hidrică. Scurgerea de suprafață este cea mai răspândită formă de 
manifestare a eroziunii, afectând sute de mii de hectare la nivel mondial. 
Eroziunea în suprafață necesită o atenție sporită, întrucât poate provoca 
degradarea accentuată a terenurilor și scoaterea acestora din circuitul agricol. 
În ţara noastră, eroziunea prin apă afectează aproape 50 % din terenurile 
agricole şi arabile, anual pierzându-se prin eroziune aproximativ 126 milioane 
de tone de sol fertil [1] [2]. Județul Ialomița este situat pe cursul inferior al 
râului cu același nume, într-o zonă de câmpie și prezintă o suprafață agricolă 
de peste 80% din întinderea teritoriului administrativ. O degradare a solului 
prin diferite procese hidrice ar avea implicații majore în sectorul agricol, 
constând în reducerea potențialului productiv al fondului funciar. Prin urmare, 
studiul are ca obiectiv determinarea impactului proceselor geomorfologice 
hidrice asupra terenurilor din arealul județului Ialomița, utilizând Ecuația 
Universală a Eroziunii Solului și tehnici GIS specifice. Lucrarea de față se 
bazează pe studierea a numeroase surse bibliografice, pe observații realizate în 
teren, precum și pe realizarea și interpretarea hărților tematice. 

 
Cuvinte cheie: eroziune hidrică, ecuația universală a eroziunii solului, 
eroziune efectivă, eroziune potențială, factor de erodabilitate a solului, algebră 
raster 
 
Analysing soil degradation through hydric erosion. Case study – Ialomița 
County, Romania. Landscape degradation through different processes has 
intensified and extended spatially to all geographical regions at global level, 
irrespective of the social, economic or political background. The main process 
which contributes to soil degradation is hydric erosion. Surface drainage, 
which is the most common form of erosion, affects hundreds of thousands of 
hectares worldwide. Surface runoff therefore demands more attention, as it 
can produce advanced land degradation, up to the stage when it cannot be 
used any more for agricultural purposes. In our country, hydric erosion affects 
nearly 50% of all agricultural and arable land, with an annual estimated 
damage of about 126 million tonnes of rich soil [1] [2]. The Ialomița county is 
located on the lower reach of the homonymous river, in a landscape dominated 
by lowlands, having more than 80% of its administrative area used for 
agricultural purposes. Soil degradation through different hydric processes 
would therefore have major implications on agricultural yields, as it would 
reduce the productivity potential of the soil land cover. Consequently, the main 
goal of the present research was to quantify the amount of soil loss through 
hydric erosion for the Ialomița county’s territory, using the Universal Soil Loss 
Equation (USLE) and GIS-based techniques. This study also relies on many 
scientific references, field observations and in-depth analysis of thematic 
maps. 
Keywords: hydric erosion, Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), effective 
erosion, potential erosion, soil erodability factor, raster algebra 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 In a restricted sense, erosion represents only the mechanical process which 

facilitates the detachment of particles. However, when it comes to the soil, erosion is the 

mechanical phenomenon of particles’ detachment off the land surface, as well as of their 

transportation and deposition, processes which happen almost simultaneously [3-4].  

In other words, erosion represents the loss of a certain amount of soil because of the 

impact between raindrops and land surface. The intensity of this phenomenon is directly 

influenced by the size and speed of raindrops. Following the displacement of soil 

particles, these are carried by surface runoff water. When rainfall exceeds the 

infiltration capability of soil, erosion occurs. 

David Norton, in an article entitled ’Erosion and soil chemical properties’, defines 

erosion as the result of a complex process of dislocation, transport and accumulation of 

fine particles or small-sized soil aggregates, from the upper layer (‘A’ horizon, rich in 

nutrients). This phenomenon is triggered by natural hydric factors and can be amplified 

by human activities, especially on soils used for agricultural purposes, through crop 

rotation or other specific practices [5]. 

Depending on the natural or anthropic factors which generate it, erosion can be 

natural (normal) or anthropic (accelerated) [6]. 

Hydric erosion is a very complicated process, which features many evolutive 

stages. First of all pluviodenudation occurs (high kinetic energy raindrop – induced 

erosion), then comes surface erosion (generated by pellicular flow), and in the last stage 

stream concentration takes place and torrential erosion is triggered [7-8]. 

High kinetic energy raindrops during downpours are most aggressive on soil. The level 

of aggressiveness is estimated using mean rainfall intensity (mm/min) and downpour 

effective duration [9-10].  

Pluvial erosion has three different phases: cracking of aggregates through 

dashing, distension and finally, dispersion of the binding agent between soil particles. 

The chemism and physical characteristics of granules and bond, as well as air and water 

amount from soil particularly influence these stages [11]. 

In Romania, rainfall aggressiveness can be determined by using an index which 

represents the multiplication of mean intensity of downpour for a period of 15 minutes, 

by root square of the precipitation amount recorded for the whole duration of rainfall 

[12].  

I15 = i15 * p0,5 

I15 = rainfall aggressiveness index 

i15 = mean intensity of downpour for 15 min (mm/min) 

p = amount of precipitation recorded for the whole rainfall duration (mm) 
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On sloped areas, during downpours, flow joining creates a few centimetres thick 

layer, filled with displaced aggregates. Depending on transportation capacity of the 

water stream, eroded materials are consequently being removed from the site and 

deposited towards the bottom of the slope [13-14]. 

In order to estimate the rate of erosion, many formulas have been created. For 

instance, adapting the universal formula of erosion developed by Wischmeir in 1960, 

Mircea Moțoc has elaborated the following equation for mean annual erosion (effective 

erosion, expressed in t/ha/yr), which takes into account many coefficients: 

 

 coefficient of pluvial aggressiveness – K = 100 Eps · Ap / L0,5 · I1,45 (erosion 

considered on standardised parcels for erosion control), where Ap – pluvial 

aggressiveness = e I15 · H0,5; 

 coefficient for soil erodability – S; 

 coefficient for vegetation land cover – C; 

 coefficient for influence of planted crops - Cs; 

 hillside length (m) – L; 

 hillside’s mean slope value (%) – i; m = 0,3, In = 1,36 + 0,97 i + 0,381 i2, 

where i represents the hillside’s mean slope value.  

 

E= K· Lm ·In ·S ·C ·Cs  or  E = K * S * C * Cs * L0,3 * i1,4 

2. STUDY AREA 

 Located in the eastern part of the Romanian Plain, the county is also situated on 

the lower reach of the Ialomița river. It is bordered by Brăila, Buzău, Prahova, Ilfov, 

Călărași and Constanța counties (Figure 1, Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Geographical localisation of Ialomița county within Romania 
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Figure 2. Administrative boundary and hypsometry of Ialomița county 

 

From a geological point of view, the territory of Ialomița county belongs to the 

Wallachian Platform and is composed of a very old peneplained foundation (the 

basement), made up of crystalline rocks, and covered by a sedimentary blanket. The 

Quaternary sequence of about 100 m thick, is composed of (from bottom to top): 

Frătești strata, shale complex, old loesses, the Mostiștea sands, newer loesses which 

dominate on the upper part of the field and the terraces. Eoalian sands can be found in 

the southern part of Ialomița river and also in the northern area. The most recent strata 

are composed of alluvial deposits from meadows of Danube and Ialomița rivers [15]. 

As far as the relief divisions are concerned, the county belongs to the Romanian 

Plain and extends over the northern part of Mostiștea Plain and over the southern part 

of Ialomița Plain. It also comprises small fragments of Vlăsiei Plain and of Borcea 

Channel and a very small area of Sărata-Gherghița subsidence plain. The county is 

dominated by open fields, mostly resembling the ’Bărăgan’ type, with meadows, and few 

terraces, which often are attached to the fields. Minor landforms are represented by 

small depressions (‘crovuri’) and sand dunes on fields and terraces, small collapsings on 

river banks, small gullies and pipping funnels, channels with sand banks and abandoned 

meanders with oxbow lakes (Figure 3) [16]. 
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Figure 3. Relief units and subunits of the Ialomița County 

Analysing the following graphical representation (Figure 4), it can be well 

observed that Danube and Ialomița rivers are the most important hydrographic basins 

of Ialomița county. Mean drainage density has one of the lowest values when compared 

to the rest of the country’s regions, estimated to 0,1 km / km2. In Ialomița county there 

are also natural water bodies, such as fluviatile limanes and oxbow lakes (Fundata, 

Amara etc.), as well as artificial ponds built for different purposes (Dridu, Reviga etc.) 

[17]. 

 

Figure 4. Hydrography of Ialomița county 
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Being located in south-eastern Romania, the Ialomița county belongs entirely to a 

region characterized by a continental climate, which is characterized by very hot 

summers, with scarce precipitations which usually fall as downpours. Winters are cold, 

often marked by strong blizzards. Climatic conditions are generally homogenous on the 

whole area of the county, because of the preponderance of low altitude landforms, 

represented mainly by plains [18].  

Figure 5 features the distribution of soil types within the county. We can easily 

notice the predominance of carbonatic chernozems in the eastern part of the study area, 

which gradually change into chernozems, cambic chernozems and argiloilluvial 

chernozems as we advance westward. Plain-specific landforms which elevate between 

20 and 90 m, unlevelled mostly by small depressions (‘crovuri’, ‘padine’) or sand dunes, 

the presence of loess deposits as well as the continental climate clearly reflect in the east 

to west sequence of regional soils [19]. 

Figure 5. Soil types in Ialomița county 

 

Because of the landforms’ low elevation pattern, vegetation is also generally 

homogenous. Natural vegetation has been almost entirely replaced by different crops. Two-

thirds of the county’s area belongs to the steppe region, but currently the land is mainly 

occupied by farmland fields [20]. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology employed for developing the present research is based on 

many scientific references, field observations and in-depth analysis of thematic maps. 

Analysis and synthesis, field observations through photography, graphical and 

cartographical approaches, various landscape descriptions and physical processes’ 
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interpretation can be mentioned among the methods used for presenting the 

particularities and specific characteristics of the study area. 

Our research implied following a few generic steps: the pre-documentation and 

field research phase, consisting of the consultation of scientific papers [21] [22] [23] 

[24] and field observations, and the geospatial data collection phase, followed by a GIS-

based analysis stage, required for the development of erosion maps. Finally, we 

validated results by comparing them to various field checkpoints and proceeded to 

writing the present article. 

The methodology used for obtaining the soil erosion model is briefly presented in 

Figure 6, which shows that for the development of potential and effective soil erosion 

maps we have used the National Topographical maps at a scale of 1:25.000 (1980), The 

Soil Map of Romania at a scale of 1:200.000 and the most recent Corine Land Cover 

dataset (2006). By means of geospatial data analysis with ArcGIS 10.2.2 specialized GIS 

software (ArcMap, ArcCatalog), we have obtained the maps of topographic factor (LS), 

soil erodability factor (S) and vegetation land cover factor (C). Consequently, we have 

employed raster algebra techniques for combining individual raster of K, LS, S and C 

factors for developing effective and potential erosion maps. 

This approach has been adapted from the PhD dissertation entitled ‘The 

hydrographic basin of Săsăuș river. A study of dynamic geomorphology’, by Ms. Raluca – 

Georgiana Alexandru, 2012 [25]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Developing soil erosion maps using GIS techniques 
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Estimating soil erosion capacity in the study area has been achieved by using an 

equation developed by M. Moțoc (presented in chapter 1), which was adapted based on 

the Universal Soil Loss Equation (U.S.L.E.):  

 

A= R * K * L * S * C * P, where: 

 A = soil loss, calculated on surface unit and expressed depending on the 

measurement unit chosen for K factor and also on the period of interest set for R.  

 R = precipitation factor, which comprises rainfall index and a snowmelt-

associated coefficient, in areas where this type of runoff is significant; 

 K = erodability factor, a ratio between soil loss and erosion index for a certain soil 

type, measured on standardised parcels (25 m in length, 9% homogenous slope 

and continuous agricultural performance); 

 L = hillside length factor, which represents the rate of soil loss on the whole 

length of a standardised parcel for runoff control, under identical conditions;  

 S = hillside slope factor represents soil loss rate at a 9% grade, the other 

conditions being identical;  

 C = vegetation and land use factor features soil loss rate in an area covered by a 

certain type of vegetation and characterized by a specific land management 

pattern;  

 P = land management pattern coefficient depends on agricultural practices 

performed in a certain area (contour-parallel, ribbon-styled, artificial-terraced, 

composite). 

 

Pluvial erosion factor (K) 

This factor is a correction coefficient for pluvial aggressiveness (erosion marker) and it 

is used for estimating kinetic energy of rainfalls with 30 minutes downpour duration, 

throughout a year. It is expressed by the following formula (Figure 7) [26] [27]: 

  ∑    
 

   
     

Ei = kinetic energy of each rainfall longer than 30 minutes, throughout a year (MJ/ha);  

I30i = maximum intensity of the 30 minutes downpour (mm/hr). 

 
 
Topographic factor (LS) 

This is a factor which measures landforms’ influence regarding soil erosion and requires 

calculation of two parameters: length (L) and slope (S) of the hillside, between the spot 

where runoff becomes convergent and the place where either channels larger than 

gullies appear, or deposition processes occur (Figure 8) [28]. 
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Soil erodability factor (S) 

Depending on soil texture, we have calculated 5 classes of soil erodability for the 

Ialomița county (Figure 11, Figure 12): 

 

 Erodability class 1.2 represents the category with highest erosion susceptibility 

and encompasses soils with argillaceous texture;  

 Erodability class 1 defines soil types with high erosion susceptibility and 

comprises brown argiloilluvial soils, black clinohydromorphic soils, erodisoils, 

pseudorendzines and brown eu-mesobasic soils, with argillaceous and clayish-

argillaceous texture; 

 Erodability class 0.8 encompasses soils with a sandy-clayish texture;   

 Erodability class 0.7 includes soil types with a clayish, clayish and sandy or 

sandy-clayish texture; 

 Erodability class 0.6 represents the soil category with lowest erosion 

susceptibility [29] [30]. 

 

Vegetation land cover factor (C) 

The C factor has been determined using the latest Corine Land Cover dataset, from 2006. 

Following data reclassification, we obtained 5 vegetation categories: arable land, 

woodland, grassland (pastures), orchards and artificial surfaces (built-up areas). 

Corresponding values for C factor, previously calculated by M. Moțoc (1975), have been 

assigned to each vegetation class and processed in GIS software, for finally obtaining a 

map of C factor distribution (Figure 13). 

The employed methodology also demonstrates the importance of GIS techniques for 

geomorphology studies. These software packages feature a complex set of functions and 

methods for analysis of vector and raster datasets, while providing fast and precise 

manipulation of different variables. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

4.1 Pluvial erosion coefficient (K) 

This factor has been taken from the ‘Pluvial aggressiveness zoning map for 

Romania’ [31]. Its value varies between 0,12 units for Transylvanian Plateau, 0,16 for 

Southern Carpathians, 0,14 for Curvature Subcarpathians and 0.13 for Romanian / 

Wallachian Plain (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Pluvial aggressiveness zoning map for Romania [31] 

 

4.2. Topographic factor (LS) 

Analysing the following map, we notice that low values of this factor mainly 

characterize the administrative territory of the Ialomița county, with an exception 

regarding the terrace forehead on the right side of Ialomița river. Because of higher 

elevation and slope values in this particular area, we observe various geomorphological 

hydric processes (surface erosion, rain-washing, gully erosion, fluviatile erosion, pipping 

and compaction, solifluction), highlighted in the following pictures taken during our 

field trips (Figure 9, Figure 10). 

 

Figure 8. Graphic representation of the LS topographic factor 
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Photographs from Figures 9 and 10 were made in March 2015 and feature the 

terrace forehead from the right side of Ialomița river, where various geomorphological 

processes occur. Figure 9 illustrates the terrace forehead near Platonești, intensively 

affected by subsidence and pipping, gully erosion and incipient landslides, unlike the 

area shown in Figure 10, where land has a wavy aspect, which proves presence of 

solifluction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Terrace forehead on the right side of Ialomița river (Platonești, March 2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Terrace forehead on the right side of Ialomița river, at Hagieni 

(March 2015) 
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4.3. Soil erodability factor (S) 

Figure 11. Graphic representation of soil erodability factor (S) 

 

Analysing the map of soil erodability factor and Table 1, we can conclude that soil 

types with low erosion susceptibility occupy 55% of the administrative territory of 

Ialomița county, namely 249.039,86 ha. This soil type belongs to the 0,7 erodability class 

and can be seen mainly in the western half of the study area. The following erodability 

class is 0.8 (26%), encompassing soil types with medium erosion susceptibility, which 

dominates the eastern half of the analyzed area. These are followed by soil types with 

high erosion resistance (0.6), occupying 10% of the county’s territory. Soil types with 

high and highest erosion susceptibility (from erodability classes 1 and 1.2) occupy small 

areas, approximately 21,607.71 ha and 18227.66 ha (accounting for 9% of the study 

area). These two categories appear isolated along the Ialomita river, but prevail in the 

area between Danube river and Borcea channel (Figure 11, Figure 12). 

 

Table 1. Soil erodability classes 

AREA 
DESCRIPTION 

ERODABILITY 
CLASS Km² Hectares 

182,28 18227,66 Soil types with highest erosion susceptibility 1,20 

216,08 21607,71 Soil types with high erosion susceptibility 1,00 

1181,71 118170,61 Soil types with medium erosion susceptibility 0,80 

2490,40 249039,86 Soil types with low erosion susceptibility 0,70 

441,29 44128,71 Soil types with high erosion resistance 0,60 
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Figure 12. Weighting of soil erodability classes from the Ialomița county 

 

4.4. Vegetation land cover factor (C) 

 
Figure 13. Graphical representation of C factor (land use) 

 

Table 2. Land use by type and classified vegetation 

categories (by value) for Ialomița county 

Area 
Class type Value 

Km2 Hectares 

246,9378 24.693,78 Artificial surfaces 0.02 

266,1232 26.612,32 Woodland 0.2 

200,0586 20.005,86 Grassland 0.3 

3692,963 369.296,3 Arable land 0.45 

3,90637 390,6365 Orchards 0.5 
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Figure 14. Weighting different land use categories for Ialomița County 

 

The high fertility of chernozems and alluvial soils (which represent, when added 

up together, 95% of the soil land cover), the landforms and the field-specific climatic 

conditions have influenced the preponderant use of soil for agriculture and especially 

for crops. Analysing the Land use map (Figure 13), we can easily observe that arable 

land occupies approximately 84% of the county’s administrative territory (369.296,3 

ha). This fact also implies the necessity of doing research studies regarding the impact of 

effective and potential hydric erosion. The land cover in the study area has, however, a 

greater variety, but of smaller extent: woodland (26.612,32 ha), artificial surfaces 

(24.693,78 ha), grassland (20.005,86 ha) and orchards (390,63 ha) (Table 2, Figure 14). 

The following figures (15 and 16) feature farmland and wheat crops from Hagieni 

and Gura Văii – Sudiți localities. 
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Figure 15. Wheat crops in Hagieni field 

 (March 2015) 

 

 

Figure 16. Arable land at Gura Văii – Sudiți  

                          (March 2015) 
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4.5. Effective erosion 

The Effective erosion map has been obtained by combining raster layers 

processed for the previous described factors (K, LS, S and C) (Figure 17). 
 

Figure 17. Effective soil erosion in Ialomița county 

 

Analysing this graphical representation we notice the fact that annual quantities 

of soil loss vary between 0 and 1,4 t/ha/yr. The vast majority of county’s area features 

very low rates of effective erosion, ranging between 0 – 0,03 t/ha/yr. Regions which are 

characterized by relatively high values of erosion (0,1 – 0,3 t/ha/yr) are represented 

primarily by the right side terrace forehead along the Ialomița river. These values are 

actively influenced by slope and higher elevation in this particular area. Also, values 

from 0,07 to 0,1 t/ha/yr are recorded along valleys and on the south-eastern wind 

dunes. The highest amount of soil loss was calculated for the area between Săveni and 

Platonești localities, with values ranging between 1 and 1,4 t/ha/yr. This fact can be 

explained by the presence of eolian deposits (the sands of Hagieni field), which also 

correspond to the highest altitude for the Ialomița county (93 m at Platonești).  

Percentually, 93% of the Ialomița county’s territory, namely 3417,5 km2, features 

low values regarding the quantity of lost soil per year (Figure 18, Figure 19; Table 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Effective erosion for Ialomița county Erosion amount 
(t/ha/yr) 

Area 
(km²) 

0 - 0,03 3417,5 

0,03 - 0,05 111,8 

0,05 - 0,07 15,4 

0,07 - 0,1 12,6 

0,1 - 0,3 17,2 

0,3 - 0,5 75,5 

0,5 - 1 23,8 

1- 1,4 8,3 
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Figure 19. Effective erosion for the Ialomița county (amount of soil loss) 

 

The following pictures (Figures 20 – 26) have been taken during field trips in 

March 2015, between Slobozia and Hagieni localities, in an area affected by a diversity of 

geomorphological processes. In Figure 20 can be observed processes such as pipping 

and compaction, which have created longitudinal microdepressions on the terrace 

forehead. Erosive landforms such as gullies and ravines are featured in Figure 21, these 

being the result of water concentration on certain drainage channels, in areas with high 

slope values and in absence of vegetation.  

Furthermore, Figure 22 shows a good example of landforms created by rain-

wash, developed along unpaved roads which descend the terrace forehead. These are 

also formed by rainfall water, which concentrates along channels made by various 

transportation vehicles and deepens them. Figures 23 and 24 describe erosion and 

collapsing processes on the right bank of the Ialomița river, near Slobozia. Stream water 

manifests itself in a different manner upon river banks: the left (convex) shore features 

accumulative landforms (point bars), while the right (concave) shore is shaped by  

0 - 0,03 
93% 

0,03 - 0,05 
3% 
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0% 

0,07 - 0,1 
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Figure 18. Weighting the annual amounts of eroded soil for Ialomița county 
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The wavy aspect of surface demonstrates a slow land sliding process, triggered 

erosion. In the last two figures compaction, pipping and solifluction processes from a 

different sector of the terrace forehead are emphasized (Figures 25 and 26). by certain 

slope, vegetation and humidity conditions, as well as the emergence of some small 

disjuncture ravines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Figure 22. Rain-washing processes 

 

Figure 20. Compaction and pipping processes Figure 21. Rain-washing processes  
(rills and gullies) 
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4.6. Potential erosion 

Potential erosion map has been obtained by combining raster datasets which 

correspond to the K, LS and S factors (Figure 27). 

Figure 27. Potential soil erosion in Ialomița county 

 

By eliminating the vegetation land cover factor (C), values for potential erosion 

range between 0 and 4,8 t/ha/yr. Reviewing the map of potential erosion, we notice the 

fact that most prevailing values for the county’s area range between 0 and 0,1 t/ha/yr. 

Regions which have the highest values of potential erosion resemble the ones calculated 

for effective erosion, but the amount of soil loss is almost three times bigger when 

compared to effective erosion. 

  Figure 26. Compaction, pipping and solifluction 

 

Figure 25. Compaction, pipping, surface erosion, 

 rain-washing processes 

 

 Figure 23. The right bank of Ialomița at Slobozia 

(versant collapsing) 

 

 

 Figure 24. Concave bank (lateral erosion) 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The analysis of surface erosion level for a specific territory features great 

importance, primarily because this process implies significant loss of soil material from 

‘A’ horizon, which is rich in nutrients. Consequently, this phenomenon determines a 

dramatic decrease in soil fertility and its capacity to produce biomass. 

Because of the low elevation landforms of Ialomița county, generally represented 

by plains, pluviodenudation and surface erosion prevail as geomorphological processes. 

Although they don’t create permanent landforms, their primary effect is represented by 

soil erosion, which generates a reduction of the productive potential of land, as well as a 

decline in the quality and amount of vegetal and animal production. 

The highest values of potential and effective erosion don’t exceed 1,4 t/ha/yr and 

4,8 t/ha/yr, which means an accentuated erosion phenomenon is not present and, as a 

result, there isn’t a strong enough reason for developing a risk map for the area. 

The methodology applied for estimating the level of surface erosion corresponds to the 

geographic situation of the field and is mandatory for identifying and applying control 

measures on areas affected by erosion. 

Among the most important anti-erosive agricultural practices we mention 

intelligent crop rotation, placement of crops and ploughing along hillsides (parallel with 

the bottom of the hill), employment of special agricultural techniques and rational use of 

fertilizers. Ploughing has the biggest impact on drainage and erosion processes, while 

soil amendments are only used for improving biomass productivity. However, the latter 

can have indirect effects on infiltration and therefore, on soil erosion [32]. 

The use of GIS-based techniques had a decisive role for determining effective and 

potential erosion levels. These facilitate continual monitoring of soil quality especially in 

the context of decreasing cropland area per capita. It is estimated that as soon as 2030, 

arable land will reduce to 0,08 ha/capita, while during 1950 – 1990 period the decrease 

was calculated at 0,10 ha/capita (from 0,23 to 0,13 ha/capita). In Romania, 

approximately 47% of arable land is affected by various erosion-related 

geomorphological processes [33]. 
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